Using the classification of 6-dimensional manifolds by Wall, Jupp andŽubr, we observe that the diffeomorphism type of simply-connected, compact 6-dimensional integer GKM T 2 -manifolds is encoded in their GKM graph. As an application, we show that the 6-dimensional manifolds on which Tolman and Woodward constructed Hamiltonian, non-Kähler T 2 -actions with finite fixed point set are both diffeomorphic to Eschenburg's twisted flag manifold SU(3)//T 2 . In particular, they admit a noninvariant Kähler structure.
Introduction
The first example of a compact Hamiltonian torus action with finite fixed point set not admitting an invariant Kähler structure was given by Tolman [22] in the mid 90s. Builing upon her work, Woodward [26] produced a similar example that even extends to a multiplicity-free Hamiltonian action. While Tolman's example arises as the symplectic gluing of two 6-dimensional Hamiltonian T 2 -manifolds that are restrictions of toric symplectic manifolds, Woodward's example is a U(2)-equivariant symplectic surgery of the 6-dimensional full flag manifold U(3)/T 3 . Until now it was unknown if these two examples admit any Kähler structure at all, see [22, Remark, p. 309] , as well as if these two manifolds are in fact the same; Woodward conjectures them to be equivariantly diffeomorphic, see [26, Footnote 3] .
In this paper, we compare these examples to a third closely related example, namely a Hamiltonian T 2 -action on Eschenburg's twisted flag SU(3)//T 2 , constructed in [12] . We will show that both Tolman's and Woodward's example are (nonequivariantly) diffeomorphic to this manifold; as it is known [7, Theorem 2] , [8] , [12, Section 4] that the Eschenburg flag admits a Kähler structure we can answer also the question on the existence of a (noninvariant) Kähler structure on these examples in the affirmative.
The main tools to derive our conclusions are the diffeomorphism classification of 6-dimensional manifolds by Wall [25] , Jupp [16] andŽubr [24] and integer equivariant cohomology, most importantly GKM theory. We show that for GKM manifolds all necessary topological invariants, i.e., the integer cohomology ring as well as the first Pontrjagin class and the second Stiefel-Whitney class, are encoded in the GKM graph of the action; for Hamiltonian GKM actions with connected isotropy groups, in the so-called x-ray.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we consider actions of compact tori T on closed, connected manifolds M, as well as their equivariant cohomology H * T (M, Z) with integer coefficients. This is the cohomology of the Borel construction For a T -action on M, we denote by M T the fixed point set, and by M 1 = {p ∈ M | dim T · p ≤ 1} the one-skeleton of the action. In case that M is orientable, we say that the action satisfies the GKM conditions (named after Goresky-Kottwitz-MacPherson [14] ) if M T is a finite set of points, and M 1 is a finite union of T -invariant two-spheres. Note that many papers include the vanishing of the odd degree cohomology into the GKM conditions, but as we consider integer instead of the more common real coefficients, we will list this condition separately in our results.
We denote by Z * t ⊂ t * the weight lattice of T . The GKM condition implies that at any fixed point p the isotropy representation decomposes into two-dimensional irreducible summands, with weights α 1 , . . . , α n , where the dimension of M is 2n. These weights are elements in Z * t / ± 1.
To an action of a torus T on M satisfying the GKM conditions one associates the GKM graph Γ as follows. Its vertex set V (Γ) contains one vertex for each fixed point, and its set of (unoriented) edges E(Γ) contains one edge for every invariant two-sphere S, connecting the two vertices corresponding to the two fixed points in S. In other words, the GKM graph is the space M 1 /T , considered as a graph. Additionally we label every edge e ∈ E(Γ) with the weight α e of the corresponding two-sphere.
If we are given a T -invariant almost complex or symplectic structure on M, then the weights are well-defined elements of Z * t and we consider a signed variant of the GKM graph. The underlying graph is the same, but the label of an edge now associates a unique sign to each possible orientation of the edge in the following way: for an oriented edge e we denote the initial vertex by i(e) and the terminal vertex by t(e). The weight α e is then by definition the weight of the isotropy representation of the action on the two-sphere at the point i(e). Note that the weight of the same two-sphere at t(e) is then −α e . This is the same as αē, whereē denotes the edge e, but inverted.
If we have GKM actions of a torus T on two closed, connected manifold M and N, then an isomorphism of the GKM graphs Γ M and Γ N of M and N consists of an isomorphism ϕ : Γ M → Γ N of abstract graphs, together with an automorphism ψ : T → T which intertwines the labels, i.e., α ϕ(e) = α e • (dψ) * ∈ Z * t / ± 1. If we are given invariant almost complex structures on M and N, then we ask an isomorphism of the signed GKM graphs to respect the signed labels. This notion of isomorphism of signed GKM graphs is the same as that in [15, Definition 3.1] , but note that other natural notions are possible. For example, the notion of isomorphism used in [11] does not include an automorphism of T .
Topological invariants and diffeomorphism type via GKM theory
The goal of this section is to show the following theorem, which states that in dimension 6, the diffeomorphism type of a GKM manifold is determined by its graph.
Theorem 3.1. Let M and N be compact, orientable, connected, smooth manifolds satisfying
Consider actions of a torus T on M and N satisfying the GKM conditions, such that for all p / ∈ M 1 , the isotropy group T p is contained in a proper subtorus of M, and analogously for N. Let further ϕ : Γ M → Γ N be an isomorphism of GKM graphs. Then:
(a) The isomorphism ϕ induces an isomorphism H * (N, Z) → H * (M, Z) which maps the Pontrjagin classes of N to those of M, and is such that the induced isomorphism The assumption on the isotropy groups is obviously satisfied if all isotropy groups are connected. By [18, Lemma 2.1], for a T -action on a closed, compact, orientable manifold M with finite fixed point set, the vanishing of H odd (M, Z) is equivalent to the freeness of the H * (BT, Z)-module H * T (M, Z). Also, by [9, Theorem 5.1], the equivariant cohomology H * T (M, Z) of a compact Hamiltonian T -manifold with connected isotropy groups, such that the cohomology of the fixed point set is torsion-free, is a free module. This directly implies the following corollary of Theorem 3.1: Remark 3.3. For a Hamiltonian action of a torus T on a compact symplectic manifold M, with momentum map µ : M → t * , Tolman [22] and Woodward [26] considered the so-called x-ray of the action, which is defined as follows: For any isotropy subgroup H = T p of the action, the image µ(N) of a component N of the fixed point set M H of H is convex polytope, contained in the convex polytope µ(M); it is the convex hull of the images of those T -fixed points that are contained in N. The x-ray is the collection of all these polytopes, for all isotropy subgroups H and components N. (Tolman also includes the orbit type stratification of M into the definition of the x-ray.) In Section 4 we will encounter several examples of x-rays.
If the Hamiltonian T -action additionally satisfies the GKM conditions, then the GKM graph can almost be read off from the x-ray: the vertices and edges are precisely given by the zero-and one-dimensional polytopes in the x-ray. Any one-dimensional polytope corresponds precisely to a two-sphere in the one-skeleton of the action, hence to an edge in the GKM graph. The slope of the polytope is a positive multiple of the corresponding weight of the isotropy representation. The x-ray therefore determines the labels of the GKM graph up to a positive multiple. If all the isotropy groups of points in the one-skeleton are connected, then the weights are primitive elements of Z * t , hence uniquely determined by the x-ray. This situation will occur in Tolman's and Woodward's examples, in Section 4 below.
We start the proof of Theorem 3.1 with the dimension-independent considerations. In the proof of [18, Lemma 2.1] it is shown that for a smooth compact T -manifold with H odd (M, Z) = 0 and finite fixed point set the natural map
is surjective, with kernel equal to the ideal generated by the image of
. In particular, in this situation the ordinary cohomology ring H * (M, Z) is determined by the equivariant cohomology ring. If moreover for all p / ∈ M 1 , the isotropy group T p is contained in a proper subtorus of T , then it is shown in [10, Corollary 2.2] that the Chang-Skjelbred lemma holds true, i.e., that there is an exact sequence
In other words, the image of the restriction map H *
. Now, given that the GKM conditions hold true, the T -space M 1 is determined entirely by the GKM graph of the action: M 1 is a finite union of two-spheres, acted on by T in a way determined by the corresponding labels, joined together at the fixed points as prescribed by the graph. This shows that in the situation of Theorem 3.1 the GKM graph determines the equivariant, and hence the ordinary cohomology: an isomorphism of GKM graphs ϕ : Γ M → Γ N of two GKM manifolds M and N induces a homeomorphism of one-skeleta ϕ 1 : M 1 → N 1 , which is twisted equivariant with respect to the automorphism ψ : T → T . This homeomorphism, restricted to the respective set of fixed points, defines an isomorphism of equivariant cohomologies H *
-linear with respect to ψ. It restricts to an isomorphism of the images of the equivariant cohomologies of the one-skeleta, and thus we obtain a twisted linear isomorphism of equivariant cohomologies H *
Dividing by the ideals generated by the image of H >0 (BT, Z) we obtain an isomorphism H * (N, Z) → H * (M, Z). We now (still in arbitrary dimension) show that the Pontrjagin and Stiefel-Whitney classes of M are encoded in the GKM graph. To do this, we need to consider the equivariant versions of these characteristic classes defined through the Borel model, c.f. [4] . Consider a characteristic class c, where we assume that c lies in a cohomology group with coefficients in a ring R. Suppose now π : E → M is a T -equivariant 1 vector bundle. Then
1 Of course this can be conducted for any compact Lie group.
defines a new T -equivariant vector bundle over the homotopy quotient ET × T M. Thus it is possible to consider the equivariant class
In this way we obtain the (integral) equivariant Pontrjagin class or the equivariant StiefelWhitney class. If π : E → M is a complex vector bundle and the T -action preserves the complex structure then π T is again a complex vector bundle and in this way we obtain the (integral) equivariant Chern class, cf. [17, pp. 290].
Proposition 3.4. In this situation, the isomorphism H * (N, Z) → H * (M, Z) sends the Pontrjagin classes of N to those of M. After tensoring with Z 2 , the same holds for the Stiefel-Whitney classes. If there are invariant almost complex structures on M and N, and ϕ is an isomorphism of signed GKM graphs, the same holds for the Chern classes.
Proof. Upon restriction to the fixed point sets M T and N T , the tangent bundles become Tequivariant vector bundles over discrete point sets, which are uniquely determined by the weights of the isotropy representation at the fixed points, i.e., by data contained in the GKM graph. Thus, pulling back T N| N T with ϕ 1 | M T and composing the action with ψ we obtain the T -vector bundle T M| M T . Thus, the twisted linear isomorphism H *
intertwines the equivariant Pontrjagin classes of these bundles, and, after tensoring with Z 2 , also the equviariant Stiefel-Whitney classes. The same holds for the equivariant Chern classes in the presence of an invariant almost complex structure.
By naturality, upon restriction to M T and N T , the equivariant characteristic classes of M and N are mapped to the corresponding characteristic classes of the bundles described above. As in our situation H * T (M, Z) is a free H * (BT, Z)-module (and after tensoring with The isomorphism H * (N, Z) → H * (M, Z) defined above was constructed by dividing by the ideals (
is nothing but the map induced by the fiber inclusion of the fibration M → M × T ET → BT . Pulling back the vector bundle ET × T T M → ET × T M via this fiber inclusion we get back the original bundle T M → M. This implies by naturality that the equivariant characteristic classes are mapped to the ordinary characteristic classes, and hence the isomorphism H * (N, Z) → H * (M, Z) intertwines the ordinary characteristic classes.
Remark 3.5. In Section 5 we will give explicit formulas for the characteristic classes of M in terms of the GKM graph.
This completes the proof of part (a) and the first statement in part (c) of Theorem 3.1. We now specialize to the 6-dimensional setting. To finish the proof, we need to invoke the diffeomorphism classification of simply-connected smooth 6-dimensional manifolds [16] which we now summarize, specialized to the case of manifolds with vanishing odd-degree cohomology.
Let M be an oriented, closed and simply-connected smooth 6-manifold with H odd (M, Z) = 0. The latter condition implies that M has torsion-free homology using Poincaré duality and the universal coefficient theorem. Let us consider the following invariants of M:
• H := H 2 (M; Z) a finitely generated free abelian group,
where [M] is the fundamental class of M and ·, · the Kronecker-pairing,
the second Stiefel-Whitney class (this isomorphism is induced by the homomorphism of coefficients Z → Z 2 ),
We associate to any simply-connected, closed and oriented smooth 6-manifold M with vanishing odd-degree integer cohomology the system of invariants
Then we recall The fact that the equivalence class of the system of invariants S(M) determines the diffeomorphism type of M was shown by Jupp [16, Theorem 1] , building upon work of Wall [25] who proved the spin case. Note that they also allowed nonvanishing (torsion-free) odd-degree cohomology. The fact that every equivalence of systems of invariants is realized by a diffeomorphism was proven byŽubr in [24, Theorem 3] . He also allowed for torsion in the cohomology. See [21] for a nice overview on the topic.
Combining this with part (a) of Theorem 3.1 we obtain part (b). The remaining statement in (c), i.e., the fact that the homotopy class on an invariant almost complex structure J is determined by the signed GKM graph, follows from [25, Theorem 9] , where Wall showed that the homotopy class of J is uniquely determined by the first Chern class c 1 (M, J).
Tolman, Woodward, and Eschenburg
In [22] , Tolman constructed the first example of a compact, simply-connected symplectic manifold with an Hamiltonian torus action with finite fixed point set, which does not admit any invariant Kähler structure. To obtain her example, she started with two six-dimensional toric symplectic manifolds M 1 and M 2 , restricted the actions to two-dimensional subtori, and glued two open subsets of these T 2 -manifolds together to obtain her example M 3 . Proof. It suffices to check that all its isotropy groups are connected, and that the action satisfies the GKM conditions. The connectedness of the isotropy groups was mentioned in [22] , but we include an argument for completeness. We only need to show that the isotropy groups of M 1 and M 2 are connected. More precisely, the first of these manifolds is CP which obviously has all isotropy groups connected. The second action can be understood via its momentum image, see also [26, Section 2] . Consider the six-dimensional toric manifold which has as momentum image a polytope in (t 3 ) * ∼ = R 3 whose projection onto the xy-plane is as follows:
In this and the following pictures of x-rays, the lines, dashed or not, are the images of closures of the nontrivial orbit type strata. The three-dimensional polytope has the outer triangle at z = 0 and the inner triangle at z = 1. One considers the T 2 = T 2 × {1} ⊂ T 3 -subaction. The isotropy groups of the T 3 -action can be read off as the intersections between the T 3 -isotropies and T 2 , and one easily checks that they are all connected: The occurring T 3 -isotropy groups are the connected subgroups whose Lie algebras are given by all possible intersections of kernels of (one or more) weights at a single fixed point of the action, and the weights are given by the edges in the graph above. For instance, consider the upmost fixed point, and the two edges in direction (1, −2, 1) and (1, −1, 0). The intersection of their kernels is the subgroup {(s, s, s)}, whose intersection with T 2 is the trivial group, and in particular connected. The x-ray of the invariant symplectic structure obtained from the gluing process is as follows, see [22, p. 304 
]:
This image implies that at every fixed point any two weights of the isotropy representation are linearly independent, i.e., that the action satisfies the GKM conditions. The reason why M 3 does not admit an invariant Kähler structure is that the shape of the momentum image of an invariant symplectic structure would be incompatible with Atiyah's convexity theorem [2] for orbit closures of the (holomorphic) action of the complexified torus, see [22, Section 3] .
In [26] , Woodward constructed a very similar example in a different way: he applied U(2)-equivariant symplectic surgery to the full flag manifold U(3)/T 3 . The result is a symplectic manifold with very much the same properties as Tolman's example, but with the additional property that the T 2 -action extends to a multiplicity-free Hamiltonian U(2)-action. are connected, all that is left to check are the newly introduced isotropy groups on the level of the cut. Woodward showed that, in his notation, the isotropy groups occurring in the space µ −1 (a) ∩ Y + are {1} × U(1) and {1}, which, after passing to the quotient with respect to U(1) 1,2 = {(z, z 2 ) | z ∈ U(1)}, give the isotropy groups T 2 and U(1) 1,2 . Now one observes that all the isotropy groups of the T 2 -action on the homogeneous spaces U(2)/T 2 and U(2)/U(1) 1,2 by left multiplication are connected. This implies the claim.
In [12] , we constructed a symplectic structure and an Hamiltonian (2)) is a multiplicity-free Hamiltonian action, see [12, Section 3.1] . In [12] , we showed that, up to rescaling of the edges, the x-ray of the action is given by
where the p i are the fixed points (see Section 5.1 below). Note that this picture is uniquely determined by the weights, i.e., the slopes of the edges, and the lengths of the two edges p 1 p 6 and p 6 p 3 . In [12] we constructed a two-parameter family of appropriate symplectic forms, which realize variations of these two lengths. But note that we did not determine the precise range of occuring ratios between these lengths. We will not need this information for what follows. We remark that as Tolman's argument for the non-existence of an invariant Kähler structure only involves the momentum image, it applies to this example as well. Proof. The shape of the x-ray described above implies that the action satisfies the GKM conditions. The integer cohomology of SU(3)//T was computed by Eschenburg in [6] ; in particular it vanishes in odd degrees.
To show that the isotropy groups of this action satisfy the assumptions needed in order for the Chang-Skjelbred lemma to hold true, we only have to observe that the weights of the action, as computed in [12] , are primitive elements in Z 2 ⊂ R 2 ∼ = (t 2 ) * , and apply [13, Lemma 6.1]. Alternatively, one can compute the isotropy groups directly. Proof. We have shown above that all three actions, Tolman's, Woodward's and the example on the Eschenburg flag, satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 respectively Corollary 3.2. Hence their diffeomorphism type is determined by their GKM graphs. We now observe that the x-ray of Tolman's (and Woodward's) example turns (up to rescaling) into that of the Eschenburg example after applying the shear mapping (x, y) → (x, x + y), followed by a reflection. As in all three examples all occurring weights are primitive elements in Z * t , and taking into account Remark 3.3, it follows that the signed GKM graphs of the three examples are isomorphic.
It is known that the Eschenburg flag admits a Kähler structure; this is implicit in work of Eschenburg [7, Theorem 2] and Escher-Ziller [8] , and explicit in [12, Section 4].
Remark 4.5. We do not know if there is an equivariant diffeomorphism between these examples.
Remark 4.6. We note that we can choose the T 2 -invariant symplectic form ω H and the Kähler form ω K on SU(3)//T to represent the same deRham class. To see this we briefly remind the reader how the two forms are defined (see [23, 
is the projectivization P(E) of the rank 2 complex vector bundle
cf. [12, Proposition 4.3] . Every (topological) vector bundle over CP 2 admits a holomorphic structure [20, p . 63] and therefore P(E) is a complex manifold such that π : P(E) → CP 2 is a holomorphic map. Observe that we have a canonical isomorphism of fibers P(E p ) ∼ = U(2)/T 2 up to elements of U(2).
We fix the Hermitian metric h on E → CP 2 given by the standard Hermitian metric on each fiber C 2 . Then we obtain a Hermitian metric on O P(E) (−1), the tautological bundle over every fiber of P(E). Denote by ω F the Chern curvature of the induced Hermitian metric on O P(E) (−1). It restricts on every fiber of P(E) to the same form on P(
Observe that by our choice of metric the induced isomorphism
2 is the canonical one above. Letting ω B be the Fubini-Study form on CP 2 , then for C > 0 big enough the 2-form
is a Kähler form on P(E) (see [23, Proposition 3.18] ). For the construction of ω H (see [12,
(and possibly replacing C by a bigger constant) which is still a symplectic form (c.f. [12, Theorem 2.1]) and additionally T 2 -invariant. The claim follows since the deRham classes of ω F and the averaged form ω F are the same.
Characteristic classes of the biquotient example
As another application of GKM theory we compute the characteristic classes of the Eschenburg flag. Throughout this section cohomology is taken with coefficients in Z if not stated otherwise.
Cohomology of the Eschenburg flag
We have two descriptions of H * (M), one from the GKM graph of the T ′ -action and one via (3)) (see Section 4 for the definition of T and T ′ ). While the first one lets us compute the characteristic classes, the second one exposes H * (M) as a quotient of H * (BT ) with easily computable relations which is much more handy in many situations. We compute H * (M) in both ways and show how to translate between the two descriptions. It was shown in [6] that We identify T 3 with the maximal diagonal torus of U(3). The restriction of the action (t 1 , t 2 ) · A = t 1 At −1 2 along ψ gives precisely the action in the definition of the Eschenburg flag above, when considered on the invariant subspace SU (3) 
3 ) be the standard basis of H 2 (BT 3 ) corresponding to the left (resp. right) hand factor. Also denote by X 1 , X 2 the standard basis of H 2 (BT ). The kernel of H * (BT ) → H * (M) is generated by the pullback of the differences of certain elementary symmetric polynomials
along the map induced by the linear transformation which sends the Z i , Z ′ i to the X i via the transpose of the matrix above. We have
Thus
Note that a Z-basis of H * (M) is provided by 1,
Remark 5.1. When applying the results of [6] there is a small technical obstacle in that our torus T acts as a subtorus of U(3) × U(3) and not of SU(3) × SU(3). We leave it to the reader to verify that the above method of computation works nonetheless. The GKM description of the cohomology below, will independently yield the above result on the kernel.
We come now to the GKM description of H * (M). The T ′ -action has 6 fixed points represented by the matrices 
which we denote by p 1 , . . . , p 6 . We check that those are indeed fixed points: The homomorphisms ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ 6 : T → T ′ , which in the standard basis of the Lie-algebras of T = T 2 = T ′ are given by the matrices
, where multiplication on the left is the T ′ -action, while on the right it is the T -action.
Remark 5.2. In the construction of the symplectic form on M in [12] we did not specify the identification of the fiber U(2)/T 2 with CP 1 . The depiction of the x-ray in Section 4 is accurate if we make the identification by projecting onto the first column. Making the identification via the second column would yield the same picture but with the pairs (p 1 , p 5 ), (p 2 , p 4 ), and (p 3 , p 6 ) swapped.
We want to understand the image of
This can be achieved just by knowing the weights of the action via the standard GKM tools. As we also want to understand the relation to H
where the vertical arrows starting from the bottom row are isomorphisms obtained by dividing out the free T -action and the horizontal morphisms in the upper left square are induced by the inclusion
. This can be achieved by individually examining connected components.
We compute the kernel of
We deduce that the kernel is generated by X 1 − a 
Thus when identifying H *
This implies that the restriction H
is the maximal homogeneous ideal. From the commutativity of the big diagram above we also deduce that the map
that commutes with the respective identifications with H * (M).
The characteristic classes
We have seen in Section 3 that in the situation of Theorem 3.1 the Pontrjagin, Stiefel-Whitney and Chern classes of M are determined by the (signed) GKM graph. We now wish to give explicit expressions for these. (
Moreover, if there is an invariant almost complex structure on M, the signs of the α ij are uniquely determined and the restriction of the total Chern class equals
H * (BT, Z).
Proof. All three expressions follow from the naturality of characteristic classes which reduces the problem to calculating the characteristic classes of the equivariant bundles T p i M → {p i } over the fixed points. The expression for the total equivariant Pontrjagin class was given in [13] , see the end of Section 2 therein. It follows because the isotropy representation T p i M admits an invariant almost complex structure; by [17, Lemma 6 .10] its total equivariant Chern class is given by m j=1 (1 ± α ij ), and [19, Corollary 15.5] implies that the Pontrjagin classes are determined by the Chern classes in the above manner.
In the presence of an invariant almost complex structure on M, the choice of almost complex structure on the T p i M is canonical and we obtain the expression for the Chern classes with unique signs.
Finally, the statement for the total equivariant Stiefel-Whitney class uses the same argument, combined with the fact that the mod 2 reduction of the total Chern class of a complex vector bundle is the total Stiefel-Whitney class, see [19, p. 171] . This was, in the context of quasitoric manifolds, also used in [5, Corollary 6.7] .
Returning to the T 2 -action on SU(3)//T 2 , we can read off the weights of the action from the x-ray depicted in Section 4, where they manifest as the unique primitive integer vectors that define the slopes of the edges. E.g. for the image of the total equivariant Chern class of M in H T ′ (M T ′ ) we obtain
This descends to an element in A/mA ∼ = H * (M) which is the total Chern class of T M. Inserting this into the isomorphism φ −1 constructed above we obtain the Chern classes in the description H * (M) = H * (BT )/(r 1 , r 2 ). This can be computed by first finding preimages of the equivariant chern classes under φ in each degree. Possible choices are given by
